NOTE: A 1/4 INCH VENT PLUG IS LOCATED IN THE FILTER HOUSING.

NOTES:
1) TSH - TEMPERATURE SWITCH HIGH
2) PER NFPA THE SYSTEM WILL REQUIRE A SOURCE VALVE (SUPPLIED BY OTHERS).

SOURCE VALVE (SEE NOTE 1)
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A 1/4 INCH VENT PLUG IS LOCATED IN THE FILTER HOUSING.
VACUUM SYSTEM

TOTAL WEIGHT: 2837 LBS

C.O.G. DIMENSIONS
X  FRONT : -25.35"
Y  RIGHT : 27.54"
Z  HEIGHT : 37.15"

denotes center of gravity (G)
PUMP SKID:
TOTAL WEIGHT: 1962 LBS
C.O.G. DIMENSIONS
X (FRONT): -15.33"
Y (RIGHT): 28.52"
Z (HEIGHT): 37.76"

PANEL/TANK SKID:
TOTAL WEIGHT: 875 LBS
C.O.G. DIMENSIONS
X (FRONT): -15.60"
Y (RIGHT): 25.33"
Z (HEIGHT): 35.62"

denotes center of gravity
NOTE: SYSTEM DESIGNED IN COMPLIANCE WITH U.S. NFPA '99, LATEST EDITION.
NOTES:

1) TSH - TEMPERATURE SWITCH HIGH
2) PER NFPA THE SYSTEM WILL REQUIRE A SOURCE VALVE (SUPPLIED BY OTHERS).

SOURCE VALVE (SEE NOTE 1)

NOTE: A 1/4 INCH VENT PLUG IS LOCATED IN THE FILTER HOUSING.
NOTE: SYSTEM DESIGNED IN COMPLIANCE WITH U.S. NFPA '99, LATEST EDITION.
PUMP SKID #2 - PANEL/TANK SKID:

TOTAL WEIGHT: 1524 LBS

C.O.G. DIMENSIONS:
X (FRONT): -28.94"
Y (RIGHT): 24.95"
Z (HEIGHT): 27.40"

Denotes center of gravity.